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The paradox of Smart Cities
 and Un-smart Planning          

 The Chennai floods have re-opened every question any 
sensible person has ever asked themselves about unbridled 
construction and easily flouted laws. The argument that the 
amount of rain that fell on Chennai is unprecedented does not hold. 
Every climate change theory has explained that freak and extreme 
weather events are now the norm. Chennai suffered for most of 
November and the first week of December. The death toll hit 300 
and the destruction cost was put at Rs 10,000 crore.

It is now clear that whether you build on water bodies or over-use It was not that long ago that Uttarakhand was hit by devastating 
fossil fuels, someone close to you will pay a very high price. It rain and flash floods. Anyone remember what happened then and 
could get even nearer than that. Closer to home, here in Dehradun, what was done about protection for the future? And yet, consider 
we can see where we're going as a city and the future does not look this: If an effective disaster management plan had been put in place 
pretty. There are opinion-makers and activists here who would in the aftermath of Mumbai's impossible rain of 2005, would 
prefer that all this mess just moves to Garsain, which is being Uttarakhand and Chennai have suffered as much?
constantly considered as an alternative capital to Doon. But that is Dehradun is currently fighting over the “smart city” plan put 
just shifting the problem to another place. The planet is reacting to forward by the Central government and eagerly grasped by the 

all of us, not just some spots state government. The immediate 
selfishly selected for human plan was to take over the Arcadia 
convenience. However, we might tea gardens in Dehradun – 2500 
also remember the subsidiary acres of land lying unused is a 
thrust line, where the Asian plate developer's delight. So far, no one 
meets the Indian plate, is right here is quite sure what being a “smart 
in Rajpur. city” entails. The Centre is unclear 
Meanwhile, to the issue at hand and on what many of its schemes 
that is the newsletter in your hand. actually mean, as long as they 
The beautiful butterfly on the front sound good. The state government 
cover and the photo-feature on the of Uttarakhand however clearly 
back page comes from lawyer, went no further than the ka-ching 
writer, photographer and trekker ka-ching of the money rolling in 
Armin Wandrewala. She may live once the tea gardens will be 
in  Mumbai  but  she is  an replaced by “smart” buildings.
Uttarakhand regular and I hope will If you open the Government of 
be a regular contributor. We have India website on the Smart City 
Sugato Chaudhuri enthralling us Mission and click on “What is 
with his insights into life at the edge smart city” (sic), this is the first line of the document: “The first 

of the Rajaji Tiger Reserve, as well as some searing observations question is what is meant by 'smart city'. The answer is there is no 
on continuing human degradation of our natural resources. universally accepted definition of a smart city. It means different 
FODS member Suniti Bhushan Datta, amongst his many talents, is things to different people.”
also an accomplished painter as I discovered by accident. We carry This is a level of honesty masquerading as obfuscation not often 
a photo-feature of birds which he did when he was unwell, he says. seen in public life. However the mission does go on to say that that 
This is a far more productive way of getting over an illness than any part of the Smart City Mission is to provide a “decent quality of life 
I have ever practised.to its citizens, a clean and sustainable environment and application 
Sujit Mukherjee explains how technology like drones can become of “smart” solutions”.
an essential part of wildlife and environmental research. Florence Therefore, according to the Mission, a smart city would provide 
Pandhi is clear and concise in her Updates as ever and she has better sanitation, water, electricity, public transport, waste 
voiced concerns which FODS must take seriously indeed.management and so on. All these are what any citizen might expect 
Bharat Sharma provides hope and inspiration in his report on of any city, smart or otherwise. None of these will be fulfilled by 
what's happening in our project villages at the edge of the Rajaji taking over 2500 acres of open green space. 
Tiger Reserve and the story of Ruma Devi is just uplifting. As ever,  While Chennai was being washed away, Delhi was being choked 
thanks to Raanu Bisht and Manendra Kukkar of Samaya  to death. In both cases, the atmosphere provided the immediate 
Sakshaya.problem. But the causes lay with human profligacy and error. 
Happy Reading, Happy New Year and see you in 2016!Farmers in neighbouring states burning harvest waste, the ever-

increasing numbers of vehicles on the roads and the change in 
season made the air in India's national capital into a soup of poison, 
second only to Beijing. - Ranjona Banerji
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It was not that long ago that Uttarakhand was hit by 
devastating rain and flash floods. Anyone remember 
what happened then and what was done about 
protection for the future? And yet, consider this: If an 
effective disaster management plan had been put in 
place in the aftermath of Mumbai's impossible rain of 
2005, would Uttarakhand and Chennai have suffered 
as much?
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member of our society has taken over the production 
and publication of the Newsletter. You were all 

Nature and Environment Awareness given/sent a copy of her first edition, and, I am sure, 
Programme (NEAP) having read it, you will feel it has been a step forward in 

the right direction, with a very professional touch.  
Ranjona is interested to hear from any member who has The new school chosen for this year's NEAP 
comments, short stories, jokes and so on that have a programme is Purav Madhyamik Vidyalaya (PMV). It 
connection to environmental issues. The reader will is not a stranger to NEAP, having been a very 
find a great improvement in the content and enthusiastic recipient of the course more than a year 
presentation which will add to the interest of those in ago. The school caters to children from economically 
our society, and, hopefully, to those whom we give a weak backgrounds, as well as a number of orphans. It is 
copy to as part of our public relations exercise.also a boarding school catering to young boys.  The 

NEAP team of Rajive Rekhi, Sunita Rekhi, Sujit 
Mukherjee, Surjeet Singh Khaira, Reema Pant and Trees for Doon (T for D)
Bharat Sharma have already prepared the coming year's T for D's team of Surjeet Singh Khaira, Bharat 
agenda, which is mostly based on outdoor activities – Sharma, Rajive Rekhi and Sujit Mukherjee carried out 
an exciting change from being lectured to in a another successful monsoon plantation.  Surjeet and 
classroom.  FODS is still waiting for a response from Bharat travelled from site to site, selecting the safest 
our financial supporter, Blue Star, which is being very places for the new saplings to grow, and giving lots of 
vigorously pursued by Rajive Rekhi.  NEAP can useful advice to the recipients. Now is the time for the 
survive this year, but, unless something shows up soon outdoor survey of the work, in order to ascertain the 
the project will be in a dire state.  Anyone interested in survival rate, and to give further advice on protecting 
helping out? these little plants through Dehra Dun's winter. As you 

are aware, FODS recently published a small book on 
trees, authored by Bharat Sharma and Surjeet Singh 
Khaira.  This book will provide an admirable small 
guide to small time farmers and horticulturalists about 
the benefits that can accrue to health and more from 
planting certain native species.  

 Nature and Wildlife Conservation
There are four main issues here that FODS is 

deeply aware of that need cooperation from the state 
government. The first is the elephant corridor outside of 
and into the Rajaji Tiger Reserve, which is coupled with 
the proposed relocation of the railway, and the shifting 
of the army's ammunition dump. The second is the 
vexing problem of the Tongia community, existing in 
the Reserve for the last 70 years, with no rights to land 
and livelihood. Thirdly, there's Jeel Meel, an 
endangered natural water body that is home to a herd of 
swamp deer and finally, Asan barrage which is in a 
pathetic state due to massive proliferation of weeds, 
garbage, and reduced water volume.  These four 
subjects are far away from a good resolution.  FODS 
has tried repeatedly to speak with the concerned 
authorities, but, the public's concern has so far fallen on 
deaf ears. The director of Rajaji Tiger Reserve has 
publicly expressed her apprehension over the plight of 
the elephant corridor. The national highways authority 

43

has for more than four that  of invit ing an 
years been involved in its eminent person to deliver 
creation, which, due to a talk on an environment 
departmental tardiness, subject that would be 
has not seen completion.  followed by an open 
This, of course, adversely debate with the speaker 
affects the movement of a n d  s t u d e n t s .  M C  
elephants across the members came up with 
ranges. Unfortunately, the names of a few 
the state government has eminent personalities 
not shown interest in such as, Vandana Shiva, 
convening the state Nirmal Ghosh, Ranjit 
wildlife board, which is Lall and Bittu Sahgal.  A 
in a position to relieve the second thought is that of 
above problems in the inviting our institution 
long term.                          schools turn by turn to select a team of speakers from the 

student body to research any topic relating to the 
environment with the help of a staff member. The Programme Subcommittee
students can then make a presentation supported by The AGM held in August was quite an 
visual inputs, to an audience consisting of other schools, interesting evening, apart from the regular format of 
staff members, FODS members and so on, which, reading annual reports and being told about the year's 
again, would be followed by an open debate/discussion activities. Bharat gave an audio/visual presentation on 
with the student audience.  The schools follow a busy activities in the FODS' villages, and Suniti Bhushan 
schedule, so holding such events would be better Datta enthralled us with environment data pertaining to 
organised in the months of April and August, outside of our corner of India, the south-western foothills of the 
the exam periods.Himalayas. Next year will be an election year for 

FODS, so we are hoping that some of our newer 
The Village Projectsmembers will come forward to take up the management 

reins of the society.  We are still planning to make a visit Our village projects continue to warm the hearts 
to Jeel Meel in the new year. Various reports are coming of all those who are involved in this upwardly mobile 
in that all is not well with the lake and the herd of swamp endeavour.  The villagers are learning to be independent 
deer has become elusive.  Members will be given ample of FODS now, especially in the original Rasulpur 
time to pack their picnic baskets and head for the road, village. There is a visible air of improvement in a 
probably towards the end of January. number of spheres. FODS' holds frequent health camps, 

vet camps, demonstrations on water harvesting and 
ground water recharge. We support girl students with The WII/FODS Interschool Nature and 
FODS' scholarships; hold computer classes, encourage Wildlife Quiz       
and financially support solar projects, inform and 

As always, the school quiz was held in Wildlife support independent entrepreneurships, especially for 
Week, which is the first week in October in any year. women. Adult education continues, again with the 
FODS' member, Sujit Mukherjee, is our knowledgeable women taking a keen and active role.  Some time ago 
link and planner with the Wildlife Institute of India.  Mahindra & Mahindra donated a replacement for our 
The setting for the quiz is quite salubrious, within a battered old jeep.  We keep hoping that this will be in 
campus of tranquillity and isolation from the bustle and our hands soon. Due to unending government red tape 
congestion of the town.  The hall is one of the finest in we are still waiting to get our ownership hands on the 
Dehra Dun, with excellent facilities and acoustics. The keys, but, as hope beats eternal in the human breast, we 
winner this year was Ann Mary School, with Marshall's feel we shall soon see the new vehicle settled nicely at 
School coming second, and Scholar's Home third. the office, ready for its first trip to Rasulpur 
It is now the time to change how we organise and run 
succeeding quizzes, having followed the same format 

Florence Pandhi
for a large number of years. Apart from this, we have 

Secretary, FODShad a thorough discussion on new ideas for including 
schools in environment programmes. One such idea is 
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**Overkill and Forest Kills
On now to other subjects. Personally, I have come 

across some incidents which are interesting. Recently, I Our faithful diarist of Rajaji Tiger Reserve on dry was informed about an 11 ft long King Cobra which had 
river beds and drying water tables after 2015's been seen on a river bank close to my farm. The 
scanty rains and the discovery of leopard kill identification was quite positive; there was no margin for 
near his property error as to the species of the snake, although the length 

may have varied by six inches or so either way.
Sugato Chaudhuri This confirmed my definite belief that hamadryads do 
__________________________________________________ exist in the Park, bolstering a report by a woman who had 

seen one some years ago while collecting firewood. She The rains this year have been scanty. In other 
had given me quite an accurate description – fairly years the “raos” – dry river courses – become raging 
detailed and identified the reptile unerringly from a torrents, bringing down a tremendous amount of soil, 
photograph in a book on snakes. However, being including boulders, as well as large trees and other 
normally a denizen of the deep forest, shunning human assorted debris. This time such occasions have been 
proximity, it is very rarely seen. Many people are rare, if at all. This, of course, is beneficial to the extent 
unaware of its presence in the Rajaji Tiger Reserve.that erosion has been minimised, a large amount of 

vegetation saved from destruction and a chance for 
the flora to bind the earth even more strongly. That is 
the silver lining.

Now for the flip side. Direct availability of water 
for plant and animals has been less than normal, with 
consequent distress to both, not so much during the 
rainy season but in the months thereafter when the 
accumulated water, being less than usual, will dry up 
even more rapidly than normal.

Also, the concealed but perhaps even greater 
mishap is that ground water has not been adequately 
replenished and this, added to the enormous 
consumption of subterranean water by the SIDCUL 

Leopards abound in my neck of the woods and we industrial complex nearby, must result in a sharp 
have seen their kills many times. Once a half-grown decline in the water table and consequent 
nilgai killed by a pair of leopards had been hidden in the repercussions on the forest.
hedge surrounding my fields and two of my dogs taken on 
separate occasions has been partially eaten and stowed in 

Leopards abound in my neck of the woods and we have 
seen their kills many times. Once a half-grown nilgai killed 
by a pair of leopards had been hidden in the hedge 
surrounding my fields and two of my dogs taken on 
separate occasions has been partially eaten and stowed in 
undergrowth. This is understandable as with the absence 
of tigers or hyenas in the vicinity there is no need for Spots 
to make the effort of taking its kill up a tree to protect it 
from being eaten by these creatures.

undergrowth. This is problem but unless the factors that have caused this 
understandable as with disappearance are removed, such reintroductions, in 
the absence of tigers or my humble opinion, are doomed to failure. 
hyenas in the vicinity Two factors may be relevant is increased human 
there is no need for Spots activity and destruction of habitat. Tigers are much 
to make the effort of shyer creatures than leopards and will not tolerate 
taking its kill up a tree to continuous, close human proximity as readily as their 
protect it from being eaten smaller cousins, who seem to positively enjoy it! Also, 
by  these  c rea tures .  a careful watch will have to kept on these transplants so 
Jackals may do so but the that they thrive and not move over to aberrant 
leopard is quite well- behaviour in an unfamiliar place with strange (to them) 
equipped to deal with conditions.
these, and, indeed, may 
add one or two to its **
menu! Although unusual and exciting sights have been 

However, a few days less compared to earlier years, I was thrilled to see, on 
ago some friends who had come to visit me were shown two occasions, Bonelli's Hawk Eagle, once on my farm 
a young chital killed and stuck on a high fork of a tree by in a tree close to my house and once very near my land.
leopards. This was truly the stuff of stories in books on As to other avifauna, aside from the much-
shikar and on natural history programmes on TV. publicised decline of the vulture population, the once-

ubiquitous house-sparrow is getting scarce. It is said 
** that the ever-penetrating mobile phone towers emit 

Speaking of the absence of tigers in the western part radiations that are detrimental to breeding sparrows. I 
of the Rajaji Tiger Reserve – separated from Chilla have earlier written about the decline in the various 
(which contains a significant number of tigers) by the species of birds so I shall desist from repeating myself 
Ganga – I am informed that there is a plan to relocate ad nauseum. 
two pairs of tigers brought from Madhya Pradesh to Politics, economics and ecology are three horses 
areas of Rajaji where tigers used to be found even 15 harnessed to one carriage. They do not always pull 
years ago. together or in the same direction. May FODS's efforts 

The question that springs to mind is, why have all assist in their closer cooperation.
the tigers disappeared? I am sure the Park authorities 
and tiger specialists have addressed themselves to this 

Surprise Visitors

Leopard Kill

Forest Treasures
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To Help, Not Destroy

Unmanned drones are slowly being 
recognised as an effective tool for 
environmentalists, biologists and ecologists for 
a wide range of applications

Sujit Mukherjee  
_________________________________________
     Technological intervention for wildlife and 
nature conservation is not new; the latest in this field 
is use of Drones. Normally when we use the term 
Drone we connect it to device used for military 
purposes for surveillance, as a killing machine or for 

design experiment to use this tool for a wide range of destroying infrastructure for military needs. They are 
ecological, biological and managerial applications in also known as unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs).
different habitat conditions.Dr Lian Pin Koh, an ecologist, who was quite expert 

UAVs for military purposes carry weapons and on flying remote control (RC) gliders was the first 
cameras which are operated from ground control. But for person who thought of using RC planes to fly over the 
biologist/ecologists, they carry cameras and sensors and rainforests of Sumatra to see and detect orang-utan 
they look through digital cameras that produce geo-nests in the canopy of tall trees. He demonstrated that 
referenced photos. The data they gather can be fed into UAVs can be used effectively for such observations as 
image recognition algorithms to vastly improve the population estimates in areas which are difficult to 
accuracy of population count. Thus the drones for approach or penetrate.
conservation purposes offer a safer way for scientists to UAVs are being used by WWF-Nepal for 
collect effective data and information which are robust, patrolling protected areas as anti-poaching devices. 
cost-effective and reliable for large number of The Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS) of USA 
applications. Currently, it is being used in a limited way uses them in Belize for similar purposes and also to 
but surely it has great promise keep a check on illegal fishing in coastal areas. In 

The only snag which I see is that one has to take Australia, it is being used to monitor post fire 
clearance from civil aviation ministry and also security regeneration. Here in India, the scientists of Indian 
clearance from the home ministry to use those drones, Institute of Science in Bengaluru and also at Wildlife 
which may not come very easily.Institute Of India in Dehradun are trying to perfect the 
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Dr Lian Pin Koh, an ecologist, was the first person who 
thought of using RC planes to fly over the rainforests of 
Sumatra to see and detect orang-utan nests in the canopy 
of tall trees. He demonstrated that UAVs can be used 
effectively for such observations as population estimates in 
areas which are difficult to approach or penetrate.

poverty, without degrading the landscape by initiating FODS Village Report
sustainable socio-economic up-gradation of residents.

 
These are some of the activities undertaken with 

Bharat Sharma the inhabitants of these villages, towards our objectives.
initiatives in our villages around the Rajaji Tiger Awareness building workshops has been found to 
Reserve. be useful earlier. Consequently, regular monthly 

meetings were organised by FODS with members of the _________________________________________
Women's Self-Help Groups and the 151 women who took 

FODS has successfully completed the 
part in our Adult Education programmes. These meetings 

Daluwala Kalan Gram Panchayat Community 
looked at different ways to improve life in the village as 

Landscape Development Initiative in four villages on 
well as how to start new businesses at the village level. 

the southern periphery of the Rajaji Tiger Reserve. 
Motivational talks were also an integral part of the 

The project was funded by GEF UNDP COMDEKS 
agenda.

SGP. The diverse eco-system of the Shiwalik Hills 
In addition to these adult committees, children's where the Rajaji Tiger Reserve is situated has been 

groups or Bal Sabhas have been formed in the villages. preserved through this project, by reducing the 
Over 20 sessions of the Bal Sabhas have been organised dependency of villagers on the forest and at the same 
at the Junior High School in Rasulpur and the Guru time sensitising them on environmental issues.
Nanak Inter College at Daluwala Majabata so that 

The traditional ecological knowledge and modern 
children can share their own ideas and problems about 

science was integrated and innovative ideas of 
village life and improvement. 

resource use were introduced in the area. 
Several initiatives have also been undertaken to 

New forms of co-management systems were 
encourage the farmers of the villages. A five-day 

explored by involving the local community during 
sustainable agriculture training course was held that the 

implementing various different activities
Krishi Vigyan Kendra at Dhanauri in which 19 farmers of 

The objectives of this project were three-fold. all four villages participated. Two trainings courses on 
The first was to create mass awareness in order to sustainable agriculture were held in Rasulpur and 
equip the community with skills and tools for the Daluwala Majabata in which 38 farmers participated. A 
sustainable management and optimum utilisation of visit was also organised for farmers to the Kisan Mela 
natural resources. Secondly, the project aimed to held by the Krishi Vigyan Kendra, at Dhanauri and seven 
ensure the cyclic use of natural resources and thirdly, farmers participated 
to safeguard the community against falling back into 

 reports on various schemes and 
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progeny born with the help of artificial insemination in all 
four villages

Human health has also been kept in mind! 
Therefore, 25 health camps were organised under the 
joint aegis of GEF/UNDP COMDEKS SGP, BHEL & 
Progress Harmony Development PHD, Delhi in the 
Project area. One eye camp was also organised in 
Daluwala Kalan. 

We have managed to revive traditional kitchen 
gardens in all four villages, with 244 villagers taking part. 
Approximately 24400 sq ft is now being used to grow 
vegetables. 

Our trade tool kits continue to do very well. We 
have provided seed money to 21 beneficiaries to promote 
different trades in the village. Most of them now earn 
more than Rs 5000 per month.

Of the six Parabolic Solar Cookers installed, 
some are being used for commercial and non-cooking 
purposes. Women are using them to make ghee, which To ensure that available knowledge of the 
they then sell. Some village youth use the cookers to community on local plant species and their uses is 
make distilled water which they need to make organic passed on to current and future generations, a 
herbal floor cleaners and disinfectants, also for sale.booklet, Hamare Vriksh, Hamare Mitra has been 

A number of vocational Training courses and developed with the help of Bal Sabha members, 
workshops have been held. These include handicrafts, village elders and FODS members.    
knitting, cement bricks, pillars and solar lantern repairs.The compost pit project has had moderate 

The following organisations have been very success so far. Although 12 compost pits are ready in 
helpful both for training and for linking our products to all project villages, three are being used to their 
the marketplace: Khadi Gramodyog, Rajpur Community capacity. These three have already produced over 6 
Initiative Society, Welham Girls High School, Kar-tons of organic compost. 
Kamal, REACH, Ann Mary School, Pammi Nanda The installation of Bio Gas Plants is also 
Foundation  andThe Doon School.carrying on apace. So far, 22 Bio Gas Plants have 

The English Medium Preparatory School started been installed and are producing gas for cooking 
in Rasulpur with the help of Doon School and Oakham purposes, reducing the need for foraged forest wood. 
School, England now has 30 students.As of now, 92 Solar Lanterns have been 

A new Computer Centre in village Teera Tongia distributed to villagers and five re-charging stations. 
with the help of Pammi Nanda Foundation is successfully These recharging stations also provide some income 
providing  computer training to village youth.and the small cost of recharge ensures that the Solar 

Lanterns are not taken for granted.

The Water Harvesting and Ground Water 
Recharging System initiative is continuing and 11 
units are ready for use in Rasulpur. 

In the last year, 523 tree saplings were planted 
in all four project villages. This year, the number has 
gone up marginally to 576.

It is also essential to ensure the continuing 
good health of livestock in the villages. We have a 
number of initiatives for this. Two veterinary and 
vaccination camps were organised in all four villages 
this year with the help of Animal Husbandry 
Department. In addition, 141 feeding troughs 
distributed in all four project villages. At least 115 

recharge underground water and help increase the water To Never Surrender
table of the whole village. This in turn helps regulate the 
supply of clean water through hand pumps in the dry In our Woman on Top series,  
months. Ruma Devi says this work gives her pride and tells us about Ruma Devi of Daluwala Kalan, 
she is very prompt in changing the pipes from the Tanks to who was faced with some terrible choices 
the Recharging Pit. after her husband's sudden death in May 

Before this system was installed in her house, 2015. With some help from FODS but mainly 
Ruma Devi had to carry 20 litres of water everyday from through her grit and determination, Ruma Devi 
the hand pump 500 meter away. Now she has enough for beat personal tragedy to become a role model 
her daily needs of washing cattle, clothes and utensils. for women in her village. Although she had 
Her cattle feeding trough is now always filled with water four children and a mother-in-law to support 
which helps increase milk production. She now saves 30 after her husband died, and no land and no 
hours of water transport every month which resulting 365 source of income, Ruma Devi used her wits 
more hours a year to do other tasks. With this extra time, and hard work to succeed.
she now trains five girls at her sewing centre at the rate of 
Rs 200 a month each. This one hour has added to her 

In May 2015, her husband died from a heat income by Rs 1000 per month. 
stroke while working in the fields. This left Ruma Ruma Devi is a role model for other village 
Devi and her family broken and lost. Three sons, a women, an example of how to use courage and hard work 
daughter, Ruma Devi and a mother-in-law were left to emerge from tragedy. Her ready smile tells the world 
behind with no land, no source of income and no that she will not give up. She will fight and win for her 
future. What she did have was one small house, four family.
cattle and courage. Ruma Devi was and is a regular 
member of Women Self Help Group of Adult 
Education run by FODS. A quiet and sincere person 
well-liked by her neighbours, she found immediate 
support from group members who helped her in those 
terrible times. The success of the Adult Education 
sessions with village women was very evident. 

Ruma Devi had been running a sewing centre 
with the help of FODS from March 2015 when she 
received a Trade Tool Kit under GEF UNDP 
COMDKS SGP. A Solar Lantern Recharging Station 
at her home also helps her a bit as well as the solar 
lantern she was given, which reduces kerosene usage. 
Her children's education is taken care of by FODS 
members. Through FODS artificial insemination 
projects, she now has two calves of a better breed, 
increasing her cattle to six. Her cattle have been given 
liquid calcium and de-worming tablets. Regular 
Veterinary Camps ensure the good health of her cattle 
and Regular Health Camps ensure the health of her 
family. She was given a Feeding Trough so that her 
cattle can eat and drink properly and now she no 
longer sends her cattle inside the forest to graze. Her 
small dairy produces enough milk for her family and 
extra milk is sold to other villagers.

Recently a Water Harvesting & Ground Water 
Recharge System (WHGWRS) was installed at her 
home by FODS with the help of GEF UNDP 
COMDEKS SGP and she now collects at least 1000 
litres of rain water a day during the monsoon. 
Moreover, there are the gallons of water which also 

Bharat Sharma
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Short Takes

A round-up of environment news in the media 

The Tea Garden Controversy
CHANDIGARH: Environmentalists oppose tea gardens' takeover for smart city, say Doon will be 

waterlogged in absence of these gardens. Protests against tea garden takeover for smart city continues with 
environmental organizations also joining the agitation.

On Saturday, Citizens of Green Doon, an NGO came forward to point out the environmental pitfalls of 
turning tea garden land into concrete. Nitin Pandey, president of the organization,  said that the groundwater 
table which used to get recharged in the rainy season because of the tea-plantation would be severely impacted in 
their absence leading to more problems for the city like water logging... This view was expressed by Nitin 
Pandey, president of Citizens of Green Doon on this raging issue of smart city on tea-garden land. 

"Thousands of trees on tea-garden land have been absorbing the rainy water, hence recharging the water 
table for the benefit of the farmers and the public. Now with this cover gone, the farmers will face the heat of the 
significant reduction in the water table. Besides this, this rainy water when not absorbed by the concrete structure 
will create water logging and flood like situation.
Economic Times, Dec 5, 2015
Cleaning Delhi's Air

The Supreme Court announced a slew of measures on Wednesday aimed at lowering air pollution levels 
in the national capital. Acting upon the National Green Tribunal's order, the top court has banned the registration 
of diesel vehicles above 2000cc in Delhi from January 1 to March 31.

It has also ordered for the diversion of commercial vehicles not bound for Delhi as mainly trucks which 
pass through Delhi have been found to be the major source of vehicular emissions in the city. Also, commercial 
vehicles registered before the year 2005 will not be allowed to enter Delhi.

Additionally, all taxis must convert to CNG by March 31, the court said. The court has also hiked the 
green cess on commercial vehicles by 100 per cent. Taking note of the plight of traffic policemen, who are the 
worst affected by rising smog levels in the city, the top court asked the Centre to give proper marks to the 
policemen. Over the past couple of weeks, activists and environmentalists have called for drastic measures to 
control rising pollution levels. Every winter, a thick column of smog is routinely seen crowding Delhi's air 
affecting hundreds of people with respiratory and lung-related problems.  
Indian Express, Dec 16, 2015
Rebuilding Chennai

Every flood-affected family is estimated to be throwing out nearly 500 kg of damaged possessions. 
Around 87,500 of an estimated 1 lakh tonnes of garbage have already been cleared, but the Chennai 
Corporation's job is far from over.

People returning to their homes are now throwing out approximately half a tonne of garbage per 
household, as a lot of their items including bedding and mattresses have been rendered unusable, said a senior 
Corporation official.

“Garbage clearance will take longer than we expected,” he said.
For the 35,000 odd sanitation workers – 25,000 of the civic body and 10,000 brought in from outside – the 

task is gruelling.
They also have to contend with a shortage of boots – while 11,000 have been procured, an order for an 

additional 10,000 has been placed in Delhi and is expected to arrive shortly, the official said.
“Local manufacturers have exhausted their stocks. We procured 3,000 boots locally and another 8,000 

were airlifted from Delhi and we are now waiting for the second order to come through. We have plenty of masks 
and gloves but boots are a little more difficult due to sizes,” he said.

The official said 54,000 people – all of those directly and indirectly involved in sanitation — had been 
given tetanus toxoid shots.

“We have also provided Doxycycline (a basic antibiotic) that people can take if necessary,” he said.
Now that the sun is out, source reduction measures have also been intensified from Tuesday.

The Hindu, Dec 16, 2015

6 What did Peabody, the world's largest private coal How well do you know our world?
firm, attempt to rebrand coal as a solution to?
DiseaseThe Guardian put out this quiz just before UN 
Povertyconference on climate change in Paris in 
The global economic crisisDecember 2015. The world has decided to try 
Unhappinessand reduce global emissions to less than 2 

degrees Celsius, an ambitious plan indeed. 
7 What is permafrost?Meanwhile do try this quiz. It's fun and tests our 
The final ice layer to melt in the Arcticstrengths as environmental activists! Thanks to 
The extra ice layer created when rain falls on top of ice

Florence Pandhi for sending it. High carbon soil that has been frozen for more than two 
years

1 How certain is the UN's Intergovernmental The frost created during a night-time snowfall, dreaded by 
Panel on Climate Change that humans are skiers and gritters everywhere
responsible for global warming?
65% 8 What was the little ice age?
75% The period in the middle of the century when 
85% temperatures dropped
95% A cold period in the Northern Hemisphere around 500 

years ago
2 Which is the world's biggest producer and The name given to the time when climate change 
consumer of energy? scepticism became popular in the US
The US

A Disney film, rediscovered in the archives last year
China
India

9 What does the "350" in the environmental 
The European Union

movement 350.org stand for?
The level of CO2 that can safely remain in the atmosphere3 How many degrees has the world warmed since 
The number of months, on current trends, until the next the large scale burning of fossil fuels began with 
great mass extinction of species on earththe industrial revolution?
The number of times oil giant ExxonMobil has denied 0.1C
denying climate change1C
The number of proven fossil fuel reserves that companies 10C
own but cannot be burned if the world is to avoid 100C
dangerous climate change

4 Who described the planet as “an immense pile of 
10 Who or what is El Niño?filth” earlier this year?
The Costa Rican diplomat leading UN climate change Barack Obama
talksDonald Trump
A weather phenomenon that can warm the seas, The Dalai Lama
prompting drought and flooding

The Pope
The Spanish judge who is redefining environmental 
crimes in international law as crimes against humanity

5 How did US senator James Inhofe attempt to 
Brazil's largest, scandal-hit oil giant

demonstrate that global warming is “the greatest 
Answers

hoax ever perpetrated on the American people?”
He tried to put climate change scientists under 
criminal investigation
He threw a snowball across the floor of the US senate
He built an igloo outside the Capitol with signs that 
read "Al Gore's home" and "Honk if you love global 
warming"
All of the above 1 95%, 2 China, 3 1 degree, 4 The Pope, 5 All of the 

above, 6  Poverty, 7 High carbon soil that has been 
frozen for more than two years, 8 A cold period in the 
Northern Hemisphere around 500 years ago, 9 The level 
of CO that can safely remain in the atmosphere, 10 A 2

weather phenomenon that can warm the seas, prompting 
drought and flooding
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control rising pollution levels. Every winter, a thick column of smog is routinely seen crowding Delhi's air 
affecting hundreds of people with respiratory and lung-related problems.  
Indian Express, Dec 16, 2015
Rebuilding Chennai

Every flood-affected family is estimated to be throwing out nearly 500 kg of damaged possessions. 
Around 87,500 of an estimated 1 lakh tonnes of garbage have already been cleared, but the Chennai 
Corporation's job is far from over.

People returning to their homes are now throwing out approximately half a tonne of garbage per 
household, as a lot of their items including bedding and mattresses have been rendered unusable, said a senior 
Corporation official.

“Garbage clearance will take longer than we expected,” he said.
For the 35,000 odd sanitation workers – 25,000 of the civic body and 10,000 brought in from outside – the 

task is gruelling.
They also have to contend with a shortage of boots – while 11,000 have been procured, an order for an 

additional 10,000 has been placed in Delhi and is expected to arrive shortly, the official said.
“Local manufacturers have exhausted their stocks. We procured 3,000 boots locally and another 8,000 

were airlifted from Delhi and we are now waiting for the second order to come through. We have plenty of masks 
and gloves but boots are a little more difficult due to sizes,” he said.

The official said 54,000 people – all of those directly and indirectly involved in sanitation — had been 
given tetanus toxoid shots.

“We have also provided Doxycycline (a basic antibiotic) that people can take if necessary,” he said.
Now that the sun is out, source reduction measures have also been intensified from Tuesday.

The Hindu, Dec 16, 2015

6 What did Peabody, the world's largest private coal How well do you know our world?
firm, attempt to rebrand coal as a solution to?
DiseaseThe Guardian put out this quiz just before UN 
Povertyconference on climate change in Paris in 
The global economic crisisDecember 2015. The world has decided to try 
Unhappinessand reduce global emissions to less than 2 

degrees Celsius, an ambitious plan indeed. 
7 What is permafrost?Meanwhile do try this quiz. It's fun and tests our 
The final ice layer to melt in the Arcticstrengths as environmental activists! Thanks to 
The extra ice layer created when rain falls on top of ice

Florence Pandhi for sending it. High carbon soil that has been frozen for more than two 
years

1 How certain is the UN's Intergovernmental The frost created during a night-time snowfall, dreaded by 
Panel on Climate Change that humans are skiers and gritters everywhere
responsible for global warming?
65% 8 What was the little ice age?
75% The period in the middle of the century when 
85% temperatures dropped
95% A cold period in the Northern Hemisphere around 500 

years ago
2 Which is the world's biggest producer and The name given to the time when climate change 
consumer of energy? scepticism became popular in the US
The US

A Disney film, rediscovered in the archives last year
China
India

9 What does the "350" in the environmental 
The European Union

movement 350.org stand for?
The level of CO2 that can safely remain in the atmosphere3 How many degrees has the world warmed since 
The number of months, on current trends, until the next the large scale burning of fossil fuels began with 
great mass extinction of species on earththe industrial revolution?
The number of times oil giant ExxonMobil has denied 0.1C
denying climate change1C
The number of proven fossil fuel reserves that companies 10C
own but cannot be burned if the world is to avoid 100C
dangerous climate change

4 Who described the planet as “an immense pile of 
10 Who or what is El Niño?filth” earlier this year?
The Costa Rican diplomat leading UN climate change Barack Obama
talksDonald Trump
A weather phenomenon that can warm the seas, The Dalai Lama
prompting drought and flooding

The Pope
The Spanish judge who is redefining environmental 
crimes in international law as crimes against humanity

5 How did US senator James Inhofe attempt to 
Brazil's largest, scandal-hit oil giant

demonstrate that global warming is “the greatest 
Answers

hoax ever perpetrated on the American people?”
He tried to put climate change scientists under 
criminal investigation
He threw a snowball across the floor of the US senate
He built an igloo outside the Capitol with signs that 
read "Al Gore's home" and "Honk if you love global 
warming"
All of the above 1 95%, 2 China, 3 1 degree, 4 The Pope, 5 All of the 

above, 6  Poverty, 7 High carbon soil that has been 
frozen for more than two years, 8 A cold period in the 
Northern Hemisphere around 500 years ago, 9 The level 
of CO that can safely remain in the atmosphere, 10 A 2

weather phenomenon that can warm the seas, prompting 
drought and flooding
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continue. No one now expects any great climate action What the World Needs Now
from the developed world in these five years. Some have The Business Standard has laid out the terms 
committed to reduce emissions at a slow business-as-of the Paris Agreement on climate change, for 
usual rate and that shall continue to happen. This was easy reading. 
expected and has happened despite developing countries, 
including India, demanding that there should be no 

Global Target climate action holiday.
It sets an over-arching target of keeping emissions in Adaptation
control so that global temperature rise definitely Countries shall be able to provide a country-driven plan 
remains below 2 degree Celsius by the turn of century for adaptation and seek finance from the developed world 
and perhaps as low as 1.5 degree Celsius. To do so for it – not really get it commensurate to ones' needs 
countries would require to peak their emissions and though.
then push them to taper down. By doing so, by the turn Stock-take
of the century the countries will move to ensure that 

Every five years there shall be an assessment of how the 
the net emissions – the set off between how much is 

emission reduction actions of all countries collectively 
emitted and how much emissions are caught in natural 

are stacking up against the goal of keeping temperatures 
soak pits of carbon dioxide like forests – are zero.

under control. Similarly the stock taking will rather 
Emission Reduction Action

loosely assess the kind and volume of funds being 
To do so developed provided by developed 
countries have to take countries. These would not 
emission reduction be assessed for their 
targets, which should adequacy but just  a  
i d e a l l y  b u t  n o t  summation of what has 
necessarily be economy been provided.  
-wide unlike under the 

Informed by this stock-
Kyoto Protocol when it 

take countries can decide if 
w a s  m a n d a t o r y .  

and how they want to 
Developing countries 

enhance their nationally 
too shall take emission 

determined contributions 
reduction actions but 

for the next phase of the 
they can determine the 

agreement. But the stock-
nature and quantum of these nationally.

take will not dictate to countries – rich or developing – 
The first set of such actions have been already how much more they should do in the next round. It would 
provided by more than 180 countries, called the function more like an advisory.
Intended Nationally Determined Actions. Eventually, 

Technology
by the time the Paris agreement becomes operational 

The agreement sets up a technology mechanism to help in 2020 they shall be called Nationally Determined 
countries cooperate in developing and deploying cleaner Actions or NDCs.
technologies. The mechanism quietly skirts around the 

Finance
issue of intellectual property rights of existing clean 

The Developed countries will be required to provide technologies. The technology mechanism shall be 
finance to the developing world for emission provided funds but again, whether it is adequate or not is 
reduction actions as well as adaptation. The decisions not a question that one can ask anymore.
here require that the funds the Developed world 
provides beyond 2020 is upwards of US $ 100 billion 

Nitin Sethiannually. But what is classified as climate finance 
remains dodgy and it would be hard to pin the 
developed countries down to details or expected new 
and additional funds. Developing countries too can 
provide funds they have provided voluntarily to other 
developing countries.
Between now and 2020
As the Paris agreement kicks off from 2020, there is a 
five year gap where the existing arrangements 
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